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3 Cassiopeiae

3 Cassiopeiae

Atlas Coelestis (1729)

John Flamsteed
First Astronomer Royal

He recorded 3 Cassiopeiae on August 16, 1680.

Never been observed since then.



Cassiopeia A (Cas A)

Supernova remnant

Chandra (2011).

Explosion date estimated from the remnant expansion: 1681 ± 19.
Neutron star (NS) was found in the center.

d = 3.4+0.3
−0.1 kpc



Cas A NS Cooling

Cooling of Cas A NS

directly observed.

Chandra
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ABSTRACT

The cooling rate of young neutron stars (NSs) gives direct insight into their internal makeup. Although the
temperatures of several young NSs have been measured, until now a young NS has never been observed to decrease
in temperature over time. We fit nine years of archival Chandra ACIS spectra of the likely NS in the ∼330 yr old
Cassiopeia A supernova remnant with our non-magnetic carbon atmosphere model. Our fits show a relative decline
in the surface temperature by 4% (5.4σ , from (2.12±0.01)×106 K in 2000 to (2.04±0.01)×106 K in 2009) and the
observed flux by 21%. Using a simple model for NS cooling, we show that this temperature decline could indicate
that the NS became isothermal sometime between 1965 and 1980, and constrains some combinations of neutrino
emission mechanisms and envelope compositions. However, the NS is likely to have become isothermal soon after
formation, in which case the temperature history suggests episodes of additional heating or more rapid cooling.
Observations over the next few years will allow us to test possible explanations for the temperature evolution.

Key words: dense matter – neutrinos – pulsars: general – stars: neutron – supernovae: individual (Cassiopeia A) –
X-rays: stars
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1. INTRODUCTION

The internal composition and structure of neutron stars (NSs)
remain unclear (e.g., Lattimer & Prakash 2004). Areas of
uncertainty include whether exotic condensates occur in the
NS core, the symmetry energy and thus proton fraction in the
core, the behavior of superfluidity among neutrons and protons,
the conductivity of the NS crust, and the chemical composition
of the outer envelope. NSs are heated to billions of degrees
during supernovae and cooled via a combination of neutrino
and photon emission. Observing the cooling rates of young
NSs is a critical method to constrain the uncertainties (see
Tsuruta 1998; Yakovlev & Pethick 2004; Page et al. 2006 for
reviews).

To date, observations of young cooling NSs have been
restricted to measuring the temperature of individual NSs
at one point in time. As NSs may differ in their masses,
envelope compositions, etc., a measurement of the cooling rate
of a young NS is needed to determine its cooling trajectory.
Since neutrino radiation (rather than the observed photon
radiation) is the dominant source of cooling during the first
∼105 years, measurements of cooling rates during this time
require measuring a temperature decline over time. No young
NS has previously been observed to cool steadily over time.
Though the ∼106 year old NS RX J0720.4−3125 has shown
temperature variations of ∼10% over ≈ 7 years (de Vries et al.
2004; Hohle et al. 2009), this variation is ascribed to either a
glitch-like event or precession of surface hot spots (Haberl et al.
2006; van Kerkwijk et al. 2007; Hohle et al. 2009). Magnetars,
such as 4U 0142+61, have shown temperature variations, along
with changes in their pulsed fraction and pulse profile (Dib et al.
2007), but these are likely due to magnetic field reconfiguration
events.

The compact central object at the center of the Cassiopeia A
(Cas A) supernova remnant was discovered in Chandra’s first-
light observations (Tananbaum 1999) and quickly identified
as a likely NS, which we assume here. It is presently the
youngest-known NS, as the remnant’s estimated age is ≈ 330 yr

(Fesen et al. 2006). It is relatively close-by (d = 3.4+0.3
−0.1 kpc;

Reed et al. 1995) and the supernova remnant has been well
studied, with over a megasecond of Chandra ACIS observations
spread over 10 years (Hwang et al. 2004; DeLaney et al.
2004; Patnaude & Fesen 2007, 2009). However, its spectrum
(modeled as a blackbody or a magnetic or non-magnetic
hydrogen atmosphere) was inconsistent with emission from the
full surface of the NS (Pavlov et al. 2000; Chakrabarty et al.
2001; Pavlov & Luna 2009). Timing investigations using the
Chandra High Resolution Camera (HRC) and XMM-Newton
have failed to identify pulsations down to a pulsed fraction
level of <12% (Murray et al. 2002; Mereghetti et al. 2002;
Ransom 2002; Halpern & Gotthelf 2010), indicating that the
emission is probably from the entire surface. These apparently
contradictory observations are reconciled by the discovery that
an unmagnetized (B < 1011 G) carbon atmosphere provides a
good fit to the Chandra ACIS data, with the emission arising
from the entire surface of the Cas A NS (Ho & Heinke 2009).

Pavlov et al. (2004) examined two long ACIS observations
(50 ks each) of the Cas A NS from 2000 and 2002, along
with several short (2.5 ks) calibration observations, finding no
significant changes in flux. Upon re-examination of archival
Einstein and ROSAT data, the NS was only barely detected
and thus could not be used to search for variability (Pavlov
et al. 2000). Pavlov & Luna (2009) mention that the flux
measured in their 2006 observation is slightly lower than that
reported previously, but do not attempt to determine whether
the difference is real. Before Ho & Heinke (2009), it was not
expected that the emission arises from the entire surface of the
NS, so further serious searches for temperature variations were
not undertaken. Here, we utilize the full Chandra ACIS archive
of Cas A NS observations to measure the temperature changes
from 2000 to 2009.

2. X-RAY ANALYSIS

We analyzed all Chandra ACIS-S exposures without grat-
ings, longer than 5 ks of Cas A, listed in Table 1. We also
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This was rather rapid.



Today’s topic

D. Pager, M. Prakash, J. M. Lattimer, and A. W. Steiner, Phys .Rev. Lett. 106, 081101 (2011);

See also, P. S. Shternin, D. G. Yakovlev, C. O. Heinke, W. C. G. Ho, and D. J. Patnaude, MNRS 412, L108 (2011).

Observed cooling curve of the Cas A NS can 
be explained by the standard cooling theory.

This might be spoiled if there is an extra 
cooling source such as axion.

Neutron superfluidity plays an important role.

We may give a limit on such a cooling source.



Standard NS Cooling and Cas A



Size of neutron star vs Tokyo

Neutrons, protons, electrons are degenerate.
Neutrons and protons are in superfluidity and superconductivity.

Radius ~10 km
1—2 M⦿

As high as 
nuclear density.



Standard Cooling
Equation for temperature evolution

Photon emission Dominant for

Neutrino emission

Direct Urca process

Modified Urca process

Bremsstrahlung

C(T )
dT
dt

= − Lν − Lγ − Lcool

C(T): Stellar heat capacity
Lν: Luminosity of neutrino emission
Lγ: Luminosity of photon emission
Lcool: Extra cooling source

t ≳ 105 years

PBF process

t ≲ 105 yearsDominant for

β decay. Occurs only in a heavy NS.

Occurs just after nucleon pairs form.



Pairing effects on neutron star cooling

Due to the energy gap.
Ordinary neutrino emission processes are suppressed.

Cooper pair breaking and formation (PBF) enhances 
neutrino emission.

Nucleons in a NS are expected to form pairings:

Neutron singlet 1S0

Proton singlet 1S0

Proton triplet 3P2

Only in the crust

Effects of pairings

Form in the core. Important.
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∆This process significantly enhances 

the neutrino emission when T ≲ TC



Surface temperature
It is the surface temperature that we observe, so we need to

relate it to the internal temperature.

g14: surface gravity in units of 1014 cm s-2.
ΔM: mass of light elements.

As the amount of light elements gets increased, the surface 

temperature becomes larger. Light elements have large thermal conductivities.

A. Y. Potekhin, G. Chabrier, and D. G. Yakovlev, A&A 323, 415 (1997).

This relation depends on the amount 
of light elements in the envelope.

η ≡ g2
14ΔM/M



Success of Standard Cooling

M = (1.01 − 1.92)M⊙

O. Y. Gnedin, M. Gusakov, A. Kaminker, D. G. Yakovlev, 

Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 363, 555 (2005).

Standard cooling scenario can explain most of the data.



How to explain Cas A cooling

Only 0.3% decrease in T in ten years.

Observation

3—4% decrease in ten years.

Modified Urca/Bremsstrahlung

Rapid cooling but does not last so long.

PBF

If this process has just started recently, the Cas A NS cooling

can be explained.



Fit in the minimal cooling paradigm

CT  = 10  K
T  = 0CCT  = 5.5x10  K8

9

D. Pager, M. Prakash, J. M. Lattimer, and A. W. Steiner, Phys .Rev. Lett. 106, 081101 (2011).

Critical temperature of neutrino triplet pairings is taken to be

T(n)
C ∼ 5 × 108 K PBF has just started.

Cas A NS cooling can be explained.



Cooling source and Cas A NS

Data

Minimal Cooling

We consider axion as a cooling source.

If there is a cooling source,

W/ Cooling source

Temperature
Cooling rate

decrease.

Limit on the cooling source!

Cas A NS data cannot be explained.



Axion emission from NS



Axion-nucleon couplings

KSVZ axion model

Cq = 0 Cp = − 0.47(3), Cn = − 0.02(3)

Note that Cn may be zero within uncertainty.

DFSZ axion model

J. E. Kim (1970); M. A. Shifman, A. I. Vainshtein, V. I. Zakharov (1980).

A. R. Zhitnitsky (1980); M. Dine, W. Fischler, M. Srednicki (1981).

Cu,c,t =
1
3

cos2 β, Cd,s,b =
1
3

sin2 β

Cp = − 0.182(25) − 0.435 sin2 β

Cn = − 0.160(25) + 0.414 sin2 β Both can be sizable.

<latexit sha1_base64="Y4Ukod2n5rA9K8UkBnflNajG/84=">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</latexit>



Axion emission processes

We have modified NSCool to implement these processes.
Other details

APR equation of state
NS mass: M = 1.4M⊙

Neutron 1S0 gap: SFB model Not so relevant.

PBF
Bremsstrahlung

Proton 1S0 gap: CCDK model
Any gap models are OK as long as it is large enough.

Neutron 3P2 gap
Regard gap height (∝ TC) and width as free parameters.

(Highly uncertain)



Luminosity of axion emission

Onset of neutron 

triplet pairing.

Neutron PBF

Axion emission can be as strong as neutrino emission.

Axion emission is sizable even if Cn ≃ 0

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, and J. Zheng, Phys. Rev. D98, 103015 (2018).



Core temperature of Cas A NS
Inferred core temperature @ Cas A NS age (Jan. 30, 2000)

η = 5 × 10−13

Band: t = 300—338 years

No neutron triplet superfluidity

Core temperature is too low for fa ≲ a few × 108 GeV
Large uncertainty due to the ignorance of the envelope properties.

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, and J. Zheng, Phys. Rev. D98, 103015 (2018).



Cooling curves vs data

We obtained a bound comparable to other astrophysical limits.

Our limit

fa ≳ 5 (7) × 108 GeV
KSVZ (DFSZ, tanβ = 10)

Cf.) SN1987A

fa ≳ 4 × 108 GeV (KSVZ)

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, and J. Zheng, Phys. Rev. D98, 103015 (2018).



Conclusion



Conclusion

• Observed rapid cooling of Cas A NS can be explained 
in the minimal cooling scenario.

• Presence of additional cooling source may spoil the 
success, which thus restricts such possibilities.

• We obtain a lower limit on the axion decay constant, 
which is as strong as existing astrophysical bounds.



Backup



Neutron star structure

1—2 km

Outer crust
Neutron-rich nucleus (crystal)

Inner crust

Neutron-rich nucleus, electron
Neutron superfluid:

Outer crust

Electron, muon
Neutron superfluid:
Proton superconductor:

• Fermi momentum of neutrons is so large 
that neutron pairs cannot form singlet.

• Proton density is not so large. Proton 
pairs can form singlet.

Inner crust
Neutron superfluid:
Hyperons, π/K condensation, quarks (?)

Electron



Spectral fit of Cas A NS

Non-magnetic carbon atmosphere model fits the X-ray 
spectrum of Cas A NS quite well.

K. G. Elshamouty, C. O. Heinke, W. C. Ho, A. Y. Potekhin, Phys .Rev. C91, 015806 (2015).

C. O. Heinke, W. C. Ho, Nature 462, 71 (2009).

Through the gravitational redshift, we can infer the NS mass.

M ≃ (1.4 ± 0.3)M⊙



Temperature distribution
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D. Page, J. M. Lattimer, M. Prakash, A. W. Steiner [arXiv: 1302.6626].

Relaxation in the Core

done in ~ 100 years.



Relaxation in the presence of axion



Other neutrino emission process can occur via the momentum

exchange with another nucleon.

Neutrino emission
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If the direct Urca process can occur, the neutrino emission is 

significantly increased. 



Neutrino emission
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These processes occur near the Fermi surface.

If the direct Urca process can occur, the neutrino emission is 

significantly increased. 

pF ≫ T, mn − mp



Direct Urca process

Neutrino chemical potential is zero.

So, as long as the above approximation is valid, the typical

size of the Fermi momenta of protons and electrons are O(10) MeV.

Therefore, the Direct Urca process can occur only where the density 

is huge so that the above approximation is not valid.

Neutrino momentum is negligible.

Chemical equilibrium

Charge neutrality

Momentum conservation



Direct Urca condition
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This process can occur only at high-density regions.
Only massive stars (>~ 2 solar mass) allow this process.

We expect that Direct Urca does not occur in Cas A NS.

W/ APR

M ≃ (1.4 ± 0.3)M⊙



Cooling curves
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The direct Urca process affects the neutron star cooling significantly.



Cooper pair neutrino process (PBF)
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∆Thermal disturbance induces the breaking

of nucleon pairs.

During the reformation of cooper pairs, the gap energy is released

via neutrino emission.

This process significantly enhances the neutrino emission when
T ≲ TC

If T > TC, this process does not occur.
If T << TC, pair breaking rarely occurs.

PBF associated with neutrino triplet pairings is most significant.



Summary for standard cooling

• Photon emission is unimportant for a young NS.

• Direct Urca does not occur in Cas A NS.

• Modified Urca and bremsstrahlung are suppressed 
after the onset of nucleon pairings.

• PBF enhances neutrino emission when the temperature 
is just below the critical temperature.



1S0 neutron gap
By solving the gap equation, we can obtain the pairing gap.
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• BCS, GMB: a weak-limit approximated analytical solution without 
and with medium effects.

• Others: calculations using different models for nuclear potential.

D. Page, J. M. Lattimer, M. Prakash, A. W. Steiner [arXiv: 1302.6626].



1S0 proton gap

K. G. Elshamouty, C. O. Heinke, W. C. Ho, A. Y. Potekhin, Phys .Rev. C91, 015806 (2015).

We use the CCDK model to suppress neutron emission

before the onset of neutron triplet pairing.



3P2 neutron gap Large theoretical uncertainty

Model this gap with a Gaussian shape in kF.
Regard its height, width and position as free parameters.

K. G. Elshamouty, C. O. Heinke, W. C. Ho, A. Y. Potekhin, Phys .Rev. C91, 015806 (2015).



Core and boundary temperature



Cas A NS cooling
2

havior and test whether this theoretical behavior matches
the observed behavior. To do this fully consistently, a
complete NS model requires a self-consistent calculation
of the EOS and superfluid and superconducting gap en-
ergies. However, this has not been done up to the present
time. Therefore we assume that the EOS and gap models
are decoupled, as in [13, 14]. We also assume standard
(i.e., minimal) cooling [13, 15], since cooling by fast neu-
trino emission processes, such as direct Urca, produces
temperatures that are far too low at the current age of
the Cas A NS (∼ 330 yr; [16]). With these assumptions,
we perform for the first time consistent fitting of both the
Cas A NS spectra and temperature evolution for the NS
mass and radius. We find that the mass and radius can
be determined very accurately for a given EOS and gap
energies. However there are sufficient observational and
theoretical uncertainties that we cannot claim to rule out
specific EOS and gap energy models. One of the main
purposes of this work is to motivate nuclear physicists
to not only calculate the EOS, but also superfluid and
superconducting gap energies, and to provide them in a
useful way to the astrophysicists.
In Sec. II, we discuss our new observations of the Cas A

NS. In Sec. III, we briefly describe our NS model, includ-
ing the EOS and superfluid and superconducting gaps. In
Sec. IV, we present our results. Finally, we summarize
and discuss our conclusions in Sec. V.

II. CAS A TEMPERATURE DATA, INCLUDING
NEW CHANDRA OBSERVATIONS

The two new data points are from 49-ks and 50-ks
ACIS-S Graded observations taken on 2013 May 20 (Ob-
sID 14480) and 2014 May 12 (ObsID 14481), respectively.
We use the Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations
(CIAO) 4.5 software and Chandra Calibration Database
(CALDB) 4.5.5.1 to analyze all the ACIS-S Graded ob-
servations. For each observation, we calculate ancillary
response functions, including corrections for the fraction
of the point-spread function enclosed in an extraction re-
gion. We fit all the spectra simultaneously to measure NS
surface temperatures using the non-magnetic partially
ionized carbon atmosphere models of [5], adopting the
same fitting parameters as in [4, 11], and holding the NS
mass and radius, distance, and hydrogen column density
fixed between observations. Further details are described
in [4] (see also [17]). The results are shown in Table I.
Note that in the present work, we consider the rapid cool-
ing rate derived from only these ACIS-S Graded data;
future work will consider the lower cooling rates found
by [4, 17].
Since the Cas A NS belongs to a class of NSs known

as central compact objects (CCOs) and three members
of this class have surface magnetic fields ∼ 1010− 1011 G
(the interior field may be much higher; see [18, 19]), we
also attempt to fit the relatively low magnetic field hydro-
gen atmosphere model spectra described in [19]; note that

TABLE I. Chandra ACIS-S Graded mode temperatures.

ObsID Year Teff
a

114 2000.08 2.145+0.009
−0.008

1952 2002.10 2.142+0.009
−0.008

5196 2004.11 2.118+0.011
−0.007

(9117,9773)b 2007.93 2.095+0.007
−0.010

(10935,12020)b 2009.84 2.080+0.009
−0.008

(10936,13177)b 2010.83 2.070+0.009
−0.009

14229 2012.37 2.050+0.009
−0.008

14480 2013.38 2.075+0.009
−0.009

14481 2014.36 2.045+0.009
−0.009

a Errors are 1σ.
b The two ObsIDs, which were taken close together in time with
the same instrument setup, are merged prior to spectral
analysis.

the model spectra currently available at field strengths
(1, 4, 7, 10)×1010 G are computed for only surface gravity
= 2.4 × 1014 cm s−2. At the high temperatures present
at early NS ages, nuclear burning rapidly removes surface
hydrogen and helium [20, 21]. However, non-hydrogen at-
mosphere models for the relevant magnetic fields do not
currently exist. Also, even though the hydrogen model
spectra we use are for a fully ionized atmosphere, the fit-
ted temperatures are high (Teff > 106 K), such that spec-
tral features due to any trace amounts of bound species
do not significantly affect the spectra [22]. The resulting
fits can be good (with χ2

ν ≈ 1 for 337 degrees of free-
dom) but have unrealistically small NS mass and radius
(< 0.4MSun and ∼ 5 km), and thus we do not consider
these models further.

III. NEUTRON STAR MODEL

A. Equation of state

To construct non-rotating equilibrium NSs, we solve
the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff relativistic equations
of stellar structure (see, e.g., [23]), supplemented by the
EOS. We consider three nuclear EOSs: The first is APR,
specifically A18+δv+UIX∗ [24], with the neutron and
proton effective masses given by the analytic formula in
[13], and is the same EOS that is used in [12–14]. The
other two are BSk20 and BSk21 [25], which are calculated
using the analytic functions in [26], with the nucleon ef-
fective masses given by the analytic formula in [27] and
parameters in [28]. BSk20 and BSk21 use generalized
Skyrme forces and are constructed to satisfy various ex-
perimental constraints (see [26] and references therein)
and to be similar to APR of [24] and V18 of [29], respec-
tively. In addition, the crust composition predicted by
BSk21 is compatible with the recent nuclear mass mea-
surement of [30]. All three EOSs produce a NS with
maximum mass > 2MSun, as needed to match the (high-

Cas A NS temperature data

Can we explain this cooling behavior with 
ordinary (slow) neutrino emission processes??

3—4% decrease

in ten years.

K. G. Elshamouty, C. O. Heinke, W. C. Ho, A. Y. Potekhin, Phys .Rev. C91, 015806 (2015).

[×106 K]



Slow neutrino emission
Temperature evolution

C(T )
dT
dt

= − Lν

Heat capacity

C(T ) = C9T9, C9 ∼ 1039 erg ⋅ K−1

T9 = T/(109 K)

Lν = L9T8
9 , L9 ∼ 1040 erg ⋅ s−1

T9 = (C9 ⋅ 109 K
6L9 t )

1
6

∼ (1 year
t )

1
6

Internal temperature goes as T ∝ t− 1
6

Modified Urca + Bremsstrahlung

T9 ≃ 0.1288 × (T4
s6

g14 )
0.455

E. H. Gudmundsson, C. J. Pethick, and R. I. Epstein (1983).

Ts6 = Ts/(106 K)

Surface vs internal temperatures



Slow neutrino emission and Cas A NS
From the above formulae, we finally obtain Ts ∝ t−0.09

Only 0.3% decrease in T in ten years.

The slow neutrino emission cannot explain the observed

rapid cooling of the Cas A NS.

Solution in the minimal cooling paradigm

Use the PBF process to enhance the cooling rate.

This process does not last so long.

We need to take the critical temperature to be just above

the internal temperature of Cas A NS (~ 5 × 108 K).



Fit with minimal cooling

K. G. Elshamouty, C. O. Heinke, W. C. Ho, A. Y. Potekhin, Phys .Rev. C91, 015806 (2015).



Axion
Axion is a Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with

the Peccei-Quinn symmetry. R. D Peccei and H. R. Quinn (1977);


S. Weinberg (1978); F. Wilczek (1978).
Lagrangian

<latexit sha1_base64="dPIlnGvnrLIuW4SF2Inf5h7aGu8=">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</latexit>

Axion-nucleon couplings

<latexit sha1_base64="Y4Ukod2n5rA9K8UkBnflNajG/84=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="65iMCFR+fwu96Re61KtW1W3rfnU=">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</latexit>

Spin fractions

<latexit sha1_base64="m065z8YYiM0+7m9kbyWbYlSEpMg=">AAACoHicbVHLbhMxFHWGR0t4pbBkYzVFQiDCuCoCdYEqsekKWkHaing08ng8Gat+DLanJbL8L3wNW9jyNzgzESItV7rW8Tn36PpeF43g1qXp70Fy4+at2xubd4Z3791/8HC09ejE6tZQNqVaaHNWEMsEV2zquBPsrDGMyEKw0+L8/VI/vWDGcq0+u0XDMknmilecEhepfLQv8+cQs68tv4C4MoR6mbdQ5mVMG/5eXsAe2Q71Yj4ap5O0C3gdoBUYg1Uc5VuDD7jUtJVMOSqItTOUNi7zxDhOBQtD3FrWEHpO5mwWoSKS2cx3Qwb4NDIlrLSJqRzs2H8dnkhrF7KIlZK42l7VluT/tFnrqreZ56ppHVO0b1S1AjoNlxuDJTeMOrGIgFDD41shrUlclYt7XetSyDAcYsUuqZaSqNLjT3HMOsxQ5j3Wmgg+Vx7XFRevuhNTQ83OGO2EENaNKHgsC/3No4BrGxsw/zKd7L5mMvS8iI74A+jqvq+Dk90JSifoeG988G71F5vgCdgGzwACb8ABOARHYAoo+A5+gJ/gV7KdHCYfk+O+NBmsPI/BWiRf/gCg1M9l</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9kKRb+LQpUQ1eXDLhNLKkwcqjj4=">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</latexit>

Gluon contribution can be taken

into account as quark contributions

through a field rotation.



Luminosity of axion emission

Axion emission is stronger than the KSVZ case.

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, and J. Zheng, Phys. Rev. D98, 103015 (2018).



Large η in KSVZ

K. Hamaguchi, N. Nagata, K. Yanagi, and J. Zheng, Phys. Rev. D98, 103015 (2018).

For large η, the core temperature gets small. 

Cannot explain the rapid cooling of Cas A.


